
Vinda21X 

Do you want to become an expert on Planet Vinda21X? If so read on.  

Vinda21X is located in the Hubllie galaxy and is 100 light years away from 

Earth. Vinda21X orbits a Supernova and takes 1215 days (3 Earth years) to 

orbit it. 

 

Appearance and terrain 

Vinda21X, which is a sphere, has mixed terrains. Its diameter is approximately 

13,000 KM. Surrounding the planet are 3 rings which are made out of iron. 

There are 3 different terrains on Vinda21X: a scorching hot side where 

volcanos erupt; a cold side where snow falls and a Goldilocks chunk. Because 

there is a Goldilocks zone, a bit of the planet is teeming with vegetation. On 

the scorching side, there are volcanos, which erupt Vindo- a thick blue, viscous 

liquid- once every week. There are also acid lakes. On the cold side, there are 

ice lakes which may have supported alien life. Also there are ice caves where 

icicles hang. On the Goldilocks chunk there are rainbow trees which grow 

exotic fruit. The terrain is grass that can grow up to 1 meter high and rocks that 

are made of iron. Vinda21X has an iron core. 

 

 

Climate and Atmosphere 

The temperature on Vinda21X varies. On the cold side, the average 

temperature is -210°c but can decrease to -250°c in an ice storm. However, on 

the scorching side, it can reach max temperatures of 2100°c. Unlike both the 

hot and cold side, the Goldilocks chunk has an average temperature of 20°c 

but it never rains there. On the cold side, there are occasional ice storms in 

which it rains poisonous ice shards. On the scorching side, there are often 

Vindo storms which is raining Vindo. Surrounding the planet is acid 

atmosphere which you can’t breathe in. 



 

Life on planet 

On planet Vinda21X, there is evidence that suggests there may have been life 

on the planet. There is evidence that creatures used to live there such as 

footprints and ice chairs. Some scientists actually think creatures weren’t made 

to live there because of the high acid levels. People think that they possibly ate 

Vindo. This evidence is that there is thin Vindo.   

 

 

Interesting Facts 

 Dr Kevin Hubble who found the planet in 1985 has now sadly died. 

 Vinda21X’s  rings are like a shield to stop meteors from hitting the planet. 

 If you were to stand on the scorching side of the planet, it would take you 

0.0047 seconds to die. 

 
 

 

Hopefully you enjoyed my report and you now feel like an expert on planet 

Vinda21X. As you have probably figured out Vinda21X is a very strange planet.  

 

By Nathan W    


